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INTRODUCTION  1

Introduction
In the half-century following World War 
II, artists working in ceramic media have 
moved through a critical cycle that has 
repositioned them within the larger art 
world. They have moved from a status of 
humble artisan to fine artist.  In the Ball 
State University Museum of Art collection 
the work of four generations of American 
studio potters is an integral part of this story. 
By studio pottery, we define the limits of our 
exhibition to include ceramics formed and 
decorated by hand on a less than industrial 
scale. 

The advent of industrial production of 
ceramics in the nineteenth century created 
a spiritual longing for the hand of the 
artisan. The variety and imperfection of 
human touch, the inspired form, or élan of 
a decorator on an especially good day had 
been bred out of the making of things. In 
England, Sir William Lock Eastlake, art 
critic, and William Morris, writer, socialist, 
designer and entrepreneur, rekindled an 
interest in hand-made objects.  There were 
echoes across Europe and in the United 
States and Japan that have been gathered 
critically under the heading Arts and Crafts 
Movement. Spearheading a later movement 
in ceramic, was the Englishman Bernard 
Leach (1887–1979). At his St. Ives Pottery 
and through his influential writing and 

lecturing, especially A Potter’s Book first 
published in 1940, Leach was the dominant 
critical voice shaping the modern studio 
pottery movement. Seeking his inspiration in 
Song Dynasty China (960-1279) his pottery 
was usually one-of-a-kind, heavy, and 
uniquely decorated by brush.  

Byron Temple (Centerville, Indiana 1933–
2002 Louisville, Kentucky) is Leach’s most 
celebrated follower in the United States. In 
fact, he ran the production end at St. Ives 
Pottery for a time before he opened his own 
successful production pottery in New Hope, 
Pennsylvania and later in Lambertville, New 
Jersey.

Bowl, Bernard Leach, English 
(1887–1979), Gift of Alan and 
Cindy Patrick, 2008

A
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Temple’s first formal training was at Ball 
State where he spent part of one year with 
Marvin Reichle and later studied with 
Bernard Leach in England.  The Ball State 
University Museum of Art has examples of 
his early production tableware, purchased in 
the early 1960s, as well as the sensuous later 
work. Alan Patrick, who earned his BA and 
MA at Ball State, arranged for a show at this 
museum leading to purchases of Temple’s 
work.  Patrick apprenticed with Temple at 
New Hope, Pennsylvania.  Later, with John 
Peterson, he was one of the founders of 
the Bethel Pike Pottery in Albany, Indiana, 
which he operated until 2006. 

The museum’s collection of Studio Ceramics 
has come together gradually, frequently 
purchased shortly after objects were made. 
Marvin Reichle deserves credit for the 
prescient early acquisition of work by Maija 
Grotel, Wayne Higby, and Toshiko Takaezu 
that set a very high standard. As a result, 
we can see the transition from the early 
production pottery of the Secrest brothers, 
Muncie natives held in highest esteem 
in the craft world of the 1960s, through 
the production work of Temple, and later 
John Peterson, and Alan Patrick. The late 
Ken Ferguson, born in Elwood, Indiana, is 
among the most highly esteemed teachers 
(Kansas City Art Institute) and inventive 
potters who grew out of this tradition of 
making practical vessels and that later 
turned into high art. 

A reference to her native Hawaii, to which 
she returns annually, Toshiko Takaezu 
studied with Maija Grotell at the Cranbrook 
Academy of Art in Bloomfield Hills, 
Michigan.  Takaezu’s skill as a traditional 
potter, throwing vessels of uncanny lightness 
in porcelain and stoneware, acquired a 
confidence as an unconventional master of 
the expressionistic glaze. 

Although she can make traditional 
functional vessels, her closed forms are 
among the most enigmatic in the twentieth 
century. Toshiko Takaezu, one of the great 
innovators in ceramic art of this era, recently 
presented the Ball State University Museum 
of Art with a survey of her work from the 
1960s through the 1990s. Included is a 
square plate, intensely beautiful and redolent 
of the fire that formed it, that responds to a 
form with which she experimented in the 
late 1960s. The museum first acquired her 
work in 1972. 

Square Plate, 2006, Toshiko 
Takaezu, American (born 
1922), Gift of the artist, 
2006
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1 Deep Bowl, 1958

Maija Grotell
American, born Finland (1899–1973)

stoneware, glazed

Finnish born Maija Grotell was head of the 
ceramics department at the Cranbrook Academy 
of Art where she was an influential teacher 
and mentor to several generations of students, 
including Toshiko Takaezu. Her deep-sided bowl 
is practical in its shape, and decorated to suggest 
geological excavation, pushing the boundary of 
the cannon of modernist style. Grotell’s vessels 
are always controlled and carefully planned, 
the decorative designs fully considered and 
appropriate to the shape of the vessel. Through 
her quiet reserve and indomitable energy, she 
has an almost mystical presence in the pantheon 
of great studio ceramic artists of the generation 
post-World War II.  

Museum Purchase, 1958
1958.010.000
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2 Landscape Storage Jar, 1973

Wayne Higby
American (born 1943)

earthenware, raku fired

The 1973 exhibition of Higby’s work, which 
included this pot, at the American Craft Museum 
in New York launched his career. His meditative 
landscape imagery in these globular vessels set 
a new standard for decoration, once thought to 
be just the icing on the cake of a ceramic form.       
“I strive to establish a zone of quiet coherence – a 
place full of silent, empty space where finite and 
infinite, intimate and immense intersect.” 

Higby has been the chair of the ceramics 
department at Alfred University for many years.

Museum Purchase, 1973
1973.012.001

3 Globular Vase with Short Neck

Karl Martz
American (1912–1997)

porcelain, cobalt oxide underglaze,  copper oxide 
glaze

Gift of Ned and Gloria Griner, 1995
1995.032.003
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5 Globular Vase with Short Neck

Karl Martz
American (1912–1997)

porcelain, cobalt oxide underglaze,  alkaline 
transparent gloss, copper oxide glaze

Gift of Ned and Gloria Griner, 1995
1995.032.001

6 The Pool, 1951

Karl Martz
American (1912–1997)

stoneware, incised decoration, slip glaze

Museum Purchase, 1949
1953.021.003

4 Bottle Vase with Neck, before 1979

Karl Martz
American (1912–1997)

porcelain, cobalt blue stripes applied over unfired 
blue alkaline glaze 

Martz’s sophistication as a glaze chemist was 
unsurpassed. Donor Ned Griner, who studied at 
Indiana University with Martz, requested that the 
glaze chemistry be shared with the museum. It is 
unusual knowledge; many artists are unwilling 
to be so generous with their formulae.  Much of 
the latter part of his career was devoted to small 
vessels like these.

Gift of Ned and Gloria Griner, 1995
1995.032.002
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7 Bowl, 1941

Karl Martz
American (1912–1997)

stoneware, blue underglaze decoration

Karl Martz was one of Indiana’s pioneers of 
studio ceramics as founder and head of the 
department of ceramics at Indiana University. 
Here he has decorated his plate with humorous 
geometric and plant forms, that suggest the folk 
pottery of the Pennsylvania Dutch: energetic, 
straightforward, and very easy to live with.

Museum Purchase, 1949
1949.009.000

8 Compote, 1964

Marvin Reichle
American (born 1924)

wheel thrown stoneware, glaze

Rugged textures were typical of many utilitarian 
wares made in the 1960s, an expression of the 
counter culture that emerged in universities 
throughout the United States. Reichle was the 
head of Ball State’s ceramics department from 
1952, when he moved to Muncie from the State 
College of Ceramics at Alfred, New York, until 
his retirement in 1983.

Museum Purchase, 1969
1969.019.000
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9 Incandescents, 1998

Rudy Autio
American (1926–2007)

stoneware, coil and slab built, incised and glazed

The scale alone removes Autio’s work from a 
practical realm into one of freestanding sculpture. 
The freeform biomorphic quality is echoed in the 
restlessness of the incised decoration—a wild 
tumble of nude women and a horse.  

Gift of John C. Board, class of ‘58 in honor of Dr. Lucile 
Clifton, Dr. Louis E. Inglehart, Dr. Alice W. Nichols, Dr. 
Floy R. Painter, and Dr. Phyllis Nelson Yuhas, 1999
1999.009.000
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11 Seascape and Polka Dots, 1981

Linda Arndt
American (born 1946)

porcelain, polychrome glaze

Gift of the Muncie Art Students’ League, 1981
1981.006.000

10 Tea Set, 1977

Harris Deller
American (born 1947)

porcelain, glazed

Harris Deller received his MFA from Cranbrook 
Academy of Art in 1973. He has been awarded 
gold medals in the Ceramic Competition in Mino, 
Japan and in the Internazionale Della Ceramica 
D’Arte, Faenza, Italy. International exhibitions 
of his work include those in Seoul, Helsinki, 
Paris, Warsaw, Lausanne, and Moscow. Deller’s 
work is represented in collections including 
the Cranbrook Museum, the Everson Museum, 
the Philip Morris Corporation, the Shigaraki 
Museum, and the American Craft Museum in 
New York. Currently he is the Director for the 
School of Art and Design, Southern Illinois 
University, Carbondale. 

His current work continues a freely inventive 
reinterpretation of the teapot.

Gift of Linda Arndt, 1983
1983.003.000 a-b
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12 Rainbow Landscape, 1982

Linda Arndt
American (born 1946)

porcelain, glazed

Linda Arndt was the chair of the department 
of ceramics at Ball State for thirty–three years 
beginning in 1974. Her work in porcelain from 
the 1980s utilized geometric shapes, such 
as spheres and cubes, and a wide variety of 
decorative motifs, such as floral forms, rainbows, 
and polka dots creating an effect simultaneously 
funky and in their combination—silky, feminine, 
and luxurious.

Museum Purchase: 28th Annual Drawings and Small 
Sculpture Award, 1982
1982.008.000

13 Blue Paphiodedilum Orchid, 1974

Linda Arndt
American (born 1946)

inlaid and raised porcelain slab, glazed

The applied floral forms scattered over the 
surface of this plate introduce a tension between 
the presumed utility and the denial of its function 
by the applied decoration. The bowl was a bold, 
frankly decorative work breaking away from a 
hold of functional wares which were currently 
being made by studio potters.  

Gift of the artist, 1974
1974.003.001
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14 Wedding Pillow, 2004

Linda Arndt
American (born 1946)

porcelain, partly unglazed
 
Gift of Alan and Cindy Patrick, 2008
2008.018.002

15a Wood Fired Tea Pot, 2007

Vance Bell
American (born 1960)

stoneware clay with iron bearing wood ash glaze 
over slip covered clay, wood fired in a train type 
kiln

Vance Bell’s jaunty tilted teapots, the wood ash 
glaze over raw clay a product of the wood fired 
kiln, are a classic ceramic form, familiar and 
comfortable. The artist has introduced a rakish 
angle suggesting (very gently) the manic motion 
of the Mad Hatter’s tea party while also serving 
a pragmatic anti-drip stance. They are thus made 
inviting, and hospitable.  

Lent by the artist

15b Wood Fired Tea Pot, 2007

Vance Bell
American (born 1960)

stoneware clay with rutile bearing wood ash 
glaze over raw clay, wood fired in a train type 
kiln

Purchase: Friends of the Museum, 2008
2008.017.000 a-b
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16 Biscuit Box, 2008

Ben Bates
American (born 1964)

wheel thrown stoneware, altered, reduction fired 
carbon trap glaze with nickel-chromium resis-
tance wire handle (fired in place)

This voluptuous lidded container, which the 
artist identifies as a biscuit box, suggests an old 
fashioned, orientalizing decadence—at once 
cartoon-like, and erotic: Disney’s Aladdin meets 
George Lucas’s Jabba the Hutt.  The complexity 
of the form—wheel thrown and altered into 
a four sided vessel—defy  the economies of 
logic as only a true object de luxe can. The rich 
reticulated glaze compounds the mystery.

Purchase: Friends Fund, 2008
2008.016.000 a-b

17 Geneva Teapot and Cozy, 2008

Ted Neal
American (born 1967)

wood-fired stoneware, formed concrete and 
found object, commercial hardware 

Ted Neal is the chair of the ceramics department 
at Ball State University. His work combines 
traditionally thrown vessels that are then married 
to found objects and sometimes mounted, as 
here, to a formed concrete base. These assemblies 
frequently complicate the utility of the vessel 
but give new meaning through their provocative 
combination of disparate materials—a visual pun 
on the traditional but equally useless crocheted 
tea cozy.  

Purchase: Friends of the Museum, 2008
2008.013.000
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Oil Can with Bail Handle, 2008

Linda Christianson
American (born 1967)

porcelain, soda fired

“The pots we use in our home are like stage sets. 
At rest on a table, dish drainer, or in a cupboard, 
they are visually engaging. Through use they 
provide access to other activities: gathering food 
from the garden, cooking, conversation, dining, 
arrangement of flowers, sorting of papers. This 
daily relationship with the pots offers up both 
utility and continual visual inquiry. The pots I 
make reflect those concerns of mine.” -- Linda 
Christianson is a Minnesota potter who continues 
the tradition of the modern artisan/potter begun 
with Bernard Leach, continued through Warren 
McKenzie and innumerable potters who have 
made vessels of everyday use that delight us as 
well. Christianson was a visiting artist at Ball 
State in 2008.

Purchase: Friends of the Museum, 2008
2008.013.000

18

*Similar object
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19 Vase, 1940/45

Gertrude Natzler 
American, born Vienna, Austria (1908– 1971) 
Otto Natzler 
American, born Vienna, Austria (1908–2007)

porcelain, glazed

The Natzlers, immigrant Jews escaping the
Third Reich, found their way to Los Angeles
where they invented their brilliant and devoted
partnership: Gertrude throwing vessels of
exquisite form and lightness, and Otto the
developer of their adventurous glaze formulae.
It would be hard to equal the elegance of this
steep-sided bowl with a bright red rim defining
its circumference, and a wonderfully controlled
dripping glaze. Their partnership lasted until
Gertrude’s death in 1971. Although Otto survived
her by 36 years, he ceased work as a ceramicist,
and needed to be coaxed to glaze the last pots of
Gertrude’s that were left unfinished at her death.

Susan M. Trane Memorial Collection, gift of  
Stella Trane Jackson, 1948
1948.500.008
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20 Conical Bowl on High Foot Ring, about 
1960/69

Edwin Scheier 
American (born 1908)
Mary Scheier 
American (1908–2007)

stoneware, yellow glaze with black rim

The Scheiers worked side by side but not 
necessarily on the same pieces. Mary Scheier 
threw vessels of exceptional lightness in weight 
and form, and Edwin Scheier was noted for 
sculptural forms and glaze development. They 
worked together for over twenty years at the 
University of New Hampshire before they moved 
to Mexico to study Oaxacan Indian arts and 
crafts. It was here that they spent most of the 
1960s, the presumed dating for this bowl. 

The tea bowl form is classic Chinese, Song 
Dynasty and the glaze imitates that known as the 
hare’s fur. The Scheiers lived in Durham, New 
Hampshire where they were designated living 
treasures of the State in 2003.

Gift of David T. Owsley, 1975
1975.025.031
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21 Goldfish Vase, 1976

Alan Patrick
American (born 1942)

stoneware, wheel thrown, altered with feldspathic 
glaze and fumed overglaze lusters in gold and 
platinum

Alan Patrick established the Bethel Pottery with 
two partners, John Peterson and David Cayton 
in Albany, Indiana in 1966. This was after his 
undergraduate and graduate study at Ball State 
and an apprenticeship with Byron Temple in 
New Hope, Pennsylvania. His production ware is 
well-known nationally—a white bodied porcelain 
or a gray stoneware, both decorated with blue 
floral motifs. Perhaps less familiar are his unique, 
impeccably potted and spectacularly decorated 
jars and vases with aquatic and floral motifs, 
sometimes in scraffito or as here in a luster glaze. 
The fluid lines of these pots are a perfect foil 
for the gold fish and lily pads. This example is 
perfectly glazed in a technique not only toxic in 
the last stages, but fraught with possibilities for 
failure.

Museum Purchase, 1976
1976.015.000
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22 Olla Form Vase with Chrysanthemums, 
1986

Alan Patrick
American (born 1942)

basalt body carved in relief, unglazed

Carved into the dried, unfired basalt body, with 
its high iron content (the same as that used by 
Josiah Wedgewood) gives a wonderfully dark 
matte surface that swallows light: the floral 
decoration is encountered as if at night when 
lit by the moon. Patrick’s versatility as an artist 
allowed him to translate his virtuoso gifts as a 
draughtsman into relief carving of the utmost 
patience. 

Gift of Alan and Cindy Patrick, 2008
2008.018.001

23 Squash Pot, 2000

Greg Kuharic
American (born 1950)

stoneware

There is a long tradition in both Eastern and 
Western ceramics of imitating vegetal forms 
in clay. Kuharic (BSU 74) does not imitate but 
invents new forms. This work dates from 2002 
and began at his mentor and friend Alan Patrick’s 
Bethel Pottery during a summer sabbatical. 
The development of these forms has continued 
through the present in ever more fantastic and 
fancy shapes and glazed in high fire stoneware, 
always in vessel form.

Gift of Alan and Cindy Patrick, 2008
2008.018.010 a-b
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25 Vase with Soft Rim, 1980

John Peterson 
American (born 1944)

porcelain, glazed

John Peterson was one of the three original 
partners in the Bethel Pottery in Albany, Indiana.  
His works large and small forms on the wheel 
and in slab forms with freely brushed resist and 
carefully painted geometric decoration.  This 
sensuous small vase with an applied lip and a 
modicum of decorative motifs is representative of 
the exquisite taste of Peterson’s glazes.

Promised gift of Nancy Millard

26 Cache Pot, about 1997

John Peterson 
American (born 1944)

stoneware, slip glaze, scraffito decoration

Purchase: Friends of the Museum, 2008
2008.019.000

24 Chrysanthemum Platter, 1979

Alan Patrick
American (born 1942)

porcelain, sgraffito through iron bearing slip, 
celadon glaze

Lent by Nancy Millard
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27 Lidded Jar, 1955

James Secrest
American (born 1921)
Secrest Pottery

stoneware, resist glaze

Typical of Secrest Pottery this elegant jar has 
glazed and unglazed sections. The stripes here 
have been made by a resist of wax to which the 
glaze in its liquid state would not stick.

Museum Purchase, 1955

28 Carafe, 1955

James Secrest
American (born 1921)
Secrest Pottery

stoneware, unglazed

This bottle is unglazed at the foot and neck for 
ease of handling such as when serving a cool 
beverage on a hot day when a pitcher may have 
condensation making it slippery. The touch of the 
potter’s hands is evident in the rings around the 
body.   

Museum Purchase, 1955
1955.011.002
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29 Tall Pitcher with Zig-Zags, 1955

James Secrest 
American (born 1921) 
Secrest Pottery

stoneware, glaze

Utilitarian, elegant, and self-assured, this pitcher 
is the epitome of the studio production potter 
after World Way II. Both of the Secrest Brothers, 
James and Philip, were trained at the New York 
State College of Ceramics at Alfred University 
and set up their pottery in the Bristol Hills, near 
Honeoye, New York, west of Canadaigua Lake 
south of Rochester. They designed and built their 
own studio from which they sold their work, and 
also had outlets at America House in New York, 
Shop One in Rochester, and agents in Syracuse 
and Cincinnati.  Both cities have long traditions 
in art pottery dating to the turn of the century.

Museum Purchase, 1955
1955.011.001 

30 Pitcher with Flared Rim, 1955

James Secrest 
American (born 1921) 
Secrest Pottery

stoneware, unglazed

The iron oxides that have burned through the 
glaze of this sturdy pitcher form a complexion 
of freckles amplified by the pink blush near the 
handle, so subtle that it might be overlooked. It is 
otherwise an unpretentious container, competent 
in manufacture, but very thoughtfully decorated. 

Museum Purchase, 1955
1955.011.003
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31 Tie Box, #1, 1982

Byron Temple
American (1933–2002)

wheel thrown porcelain, sagger-fired, braided 
linen twine 

The addition of a tie threaded through lugs 
converts this simple sager-fired covered jar into a 
ritual vessel, perhaps meant to contain a talisman 
or holy relic. Although it maintained its elegance, 
Temple’s work had evolved by the 1980s from 
the simply utilitarian into mystical realms. 

Museum Purchase, 1982
1982.017.001

32 Tie Box, #2, 1982

Byron Temple
American (1933–2002)

wheel thrown porcelain, sagger-fired, braided 
linen twine 

The color accepted by the porcelain was caused 
by sawdust in which the vessel was confined 
within a box in the kiln.

Museum Purchase, 1982
1982.017.002
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33 Tea Bowl, after 1990

Byron Temple
American (1933–2002)

wheel thrown stoneware, altered  

Promised gift of David and Sarojini Johnson

32 Coffee Service (Coffee Pot and Four 
Mugs), about 1963

Byron Temple
American (1933–2002)

stoneware, glazed

Museum Purchase, 1963
1963.015.002a-f

35 Vase, about 1963

Byron Temple
American (1933–2002)

stoneware, glazed

Museum Purchase, 1963
1963.015.001
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36 Lidded Jar with Pinched Foot, Bamboo, 
after 1990

Byron Temple
American (1933–2002)

wheel thrown and hand built stoneware, pinched 
foot, bamboo, green glaze

After 1990, Temple ceased making production 
pottery and concentrated on singular vessels 
of the same rigorous aesthetic principals. The 
handle here, is a small splint of bamboo after 
which he named the vessel. Even the color of 
the glaze is harmonious with the idea of green 
bamboo.

Promised gift of David and Sarojini Johnson

37 Lidded Jar, Button Box, after 1990

Byron Temple
American (1933–2002)

wheel thrown and hand built stoneware, Byron 
Temple white glaze

Temple’s later work, after he had moved to 
Louisville, Kentucky, became more freely 
inventive but never abandoned the potter’s art. 
The foot on this jar may at first seem randomly 
formed but it is uniformly cut from the base, 
the act of a master craftsman at the height of 
his game in complete control of his medium. 
The glaze is a signature white matt glaze that he 
developed. The button refers to the unglazed, 
snug fitting inset lid. 

Promised gift of David and Sarojini Johnson
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38 Double Hare Handle Basket,  
about 1991/92

Ken Ferguson
American (1928–2004)

stoneware, partly slip glaze

These are not bunnies but Wyoming Jack rabbits, 
a form Ferguson used for a period of about seven 
years, 1985 to 1992.  Peter Zieagesar, (writing 
about Ferguson in American Ceramics, Winter 
1993, p.29) has likened them to “the mythical 
hare of Aesop and Br’er Rabbit: testosterone-
driven tricksters whose Ferguson-like wit exists 
at the expense of others, and whose unceasing, 
promiscuous chutzpah signifies what Joseph 
Campbell called “the spirit of disorder, the enemy 
of boundaries.’” 

Ferguson, a native of Elwood, Indiana, was 
a beloved teacher and an influential part of 
the Kansas City Art Institute for many years. 
Ben Bates, whose work is also a part of this 
collection, was his studio assistant for several 
years. 

Purchase: Museum of Art Endowment, 2007
2007.006.000
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39 Trophy 10–4–83, 1983

Robert Arneson
American (1930–1992)

porcelain, blue glaze

Robert Arneson was the clown of the national 
ceramics community poking fun at their business 
and at himself, frequently the subject of satirical 
self-portraits. Trophy is a diminutive work, a 
cast self-portrait bust in the heroic nude, the sort 
of thing that piano teachers handed out to prize 
pupils, the bust being an equally degraded Bach 
or Mozart but not half as much fun. Arneson 
along with his students made UC Davis the 
epicenter of California Funk Art.   

Museum Purchase, 1985
1985.021.000

40 Light Catcher Vase, 1977

Rudolf Staffel
American (born 1911) 

porcelain

The thinness of Staffel’s “Light Catchers” have 
a translucence when they are lit directly from 
below or above. They take on another worldly 
quality when properly lit that is in keeping with 
their eccentric construction.  

Purchase: Friends of the Museum, 1992
1992.007.000
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41 Tall Closed Form, 1980/.89

Toshiko Takaezu
American (born 1922)

stoneware, poured white glaze over brushed 
black glaze

Gift of Lenore Tawney, 2006
2006.014.001

42 Square Plate, 2006

Toshiko Takaezu
American (born 1922)

porcelain

To a degree, everything that undergoes intense 
heat of the kiln is a surprise when it emerges. But 
long experience with glaze chemistry will predict 
certain effects such as that of gold here, which 
is the result of manganese. The fiery reds are 
copper oxide, a notoriously difficult component 
material to control. The expressionistic flow here 
recalls a lava flow in Takaezu’s native Hawaii, 
the destructive force that created the islands and 
continues to shape their contour.

Gift of the artist, 2006
2006.013.010
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43 Double Spouted Tea Pot, 1980/89

Toshiko Takaezu
American (born 1922)

stoneware, dark brown glaze, blue glaze

Gift of Lenore Tawney, 2006
2006.014.004

44 Tea Bowl

Toshiko Takaezu
American (born 1922)

porcelain

Gift of the artist, 2007
2007.007.002

45 Tall Closed Form

Toshiko Takaezu
American (born 1922)

porcelain

Gift of the artist, 2007
2007.007.001
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46 Globular Closed Form, 1980/89

Toshiko Takaezu
American (born 1922)

porcelain, Ocean Edge glaze 

The “Ocean Edge” is the line of turquoise that 
characterized these pots made in the 1980s, a 
reference to the artist’s home in Hawaii.

Gift of Lenore Tawney, 2006
2006.014.003

47 Globular Closed Form, 1980/89

Toshiko Takaezu
American (born 1922)

porcelain, white over pink glaze

Gift of Robert Lee Mejer in Memory 
of Alice Nichols, 2007
2007.022.000

48 Globular Closed Form, 1990/99

Toshiko Takaezu
American (born 1922)

porcelain, yellow and black glaze

Gift of Lenore Tawney, 2006
2006.014.002
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49 Tall Closed Form,1990/99

Toshiko Takaezu
American (born 1922)

stoneware, brushed blue and tan over white glaze

Gift of the artist, 2006
2006.013.001

50 Tall Closed Form, 1980/89

Toshiko Takaezu
American (born 1922)

stoneware, wheel thrown, viridian green
over white glaze

The pronounced ribs visible on this tall pot testify 
to Takaezu’s adherence to traditional production 
on a potters wheel while moving without rhetoric 
to the realm of high art.

Gift of the artist, 2006
2006.013.002

51 Closed Form

Toshiko Takaezu
American (born 1922)

porcelain

Gift of the artist, 2007
2007.007.003
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53

Globular Closed Form, 1980/89

Toshiko Takaezu
American (born 1922)

porcelain, cobalt, and violet glaze

Gift of the artist, 2006
2006.013.008

52

Three Landscape Plates, about 1970

Toshiko Takaezu
American (born 1922)

porcelain, violet, pink and green glaze

Takaezu’s sensibility as an artist is partly 
conditioned by her Japanese ancestry in Hawaii 
where she was born. She studied with Maija 
Grotell at Cranbrook Academy of Design, who 
gave her the freedom to decorate her vessels 
intuitively rather than with the prevailing rigor 
of geometric motifs. The triptych of three plates 
may be understood as a metaphor for landscape, 
as it might have been found on a Japanese screen, 
divided at intervals and more suggestively 
evocative than literally descriptive.

Museum Purchase, 1972
1972.084.001-3
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54

55

Jar with a Mouth, 1970/79

Toshiko Takaezu
American (born 1922)

stoneware, red and black coloration, fired
in amagana kiln

The colors come from the unpredictable
burn of the amagana kiln, a wood fired kiln of 
ancient design.  It was a kiln Takaezu revived.

Gift of the artist, 2006
2006.013.007

56

Closed Form, 1970/79

Toshiko Takaezu
American (born 1922)

stoneware, salt glaze, brushed yellow decoration

Gift of the artist, 2006
2006.013.006

Tall Closed Bulbous Form, 1990/99

Toshiko Takaezu
American (born 1922)

stoneware, poured cobalt blue over gray glaze

Cobalt blue is a signature glaze for a period of 
Takaezu’s work in the 1990s.

Gift of the artist, 2006
2006.013.003
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57 Tall Closed Form, 1990/99

Toshiko Takaezu
American (born 1922)

stoneware, poured yellow glaze

Gift of the artist, 2006
2006.013.004

58 Moon Pot, 1980/89

Toshiko Takaezu
American (born 1922)

stoneware, coil built, black and pink glaze

Gift of the artist, 2006
2006.013.005


